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Shake And Shout
Stereo Skyline

[listen to the song to figure out how to work this out]

chords: D A Bm A

1st guitar: [keep playing this]
e|-x-x------------------|
B|-x-x------------------|  or simply playing [D A Bm A]
G|-x-x-7-x--------------|
D|-x-x-7-x-7---9-9---7--|
A|-x-x-5-x-7---9-9---7--|
E|-x-x-----5---7-7---5--|
2nd guitar: [comes in after the 2st guitar parts are played 2x]
e|---------|
B|---------|
G|---------| LISTEN TO HOW THIS IS STRUMMED =)
D|----7----|
A|----7----| or simply strumming the D chord
E|----5----|

[for tabs.. just play the intro parts]

CHORDS:
          D         A                           Bm              A
Sh sh sh shake and shout. get it out before it swallows you.
               D                      A           
i ve got this itching in my neck that i just cant scratch yeah
        D                                 G
and its all because of something that leads right back to you.

[PALM MUTED]
                 D             A               Bm              A
so i guess well sit around and talk about, how lame. we really are.
                 D            A                 Bm               G
ill watch you dance around to new found glory in the front seat of my car.

   D           A           Bm        A
so again and again, she s got me going.
         D             A          Bm          G
around in circles my head, she s got me spinning.
         D           A      Bm                A
what to do what to say, i cant make it out this way.

          D         A                           Bm              A
sh sh sh shake and shout. get it out before it swallows you.
           D         A                           Bm              G
i know my heart and my head, meant the words that i said.
             D         A                Bm      A



yeah but its nothing compared to the melting in my chest.
                D             A               Bm              A
so i guess well sit around and talk about, how lame. we really are.
                 D            A                 Bm               G
ill watch you dance around to new found glory in the front seat of my car.

   D           A           Bm        A
so again and again, she s got me going.
         D             A          Bm          G
around in circles my head, she s got me spinning.
         D           A      Bm                A
what to do what to say, i cant make it out this way.

            D        A
(sh sh sh shake and shout)
          Bm                          G        
i know my heart and my head meant the words that i said,
           D        A
(sh sh sh shake and shout)
                             Bm                         G          
she calls me stupid but the truth is that i m falling in love.
                D             A               Bm              A
so i guess well sit around and talk about, how lame. we really are.
                 D            A                 Bm               G
ill watch you dance around to new found glory in the front seat of my car.

   D           A           Bm        A
so again and again, she s got me going.
         D             A          Bm          G
around in circles my head, she s got me spinning.
         D           A      Bm                A
what to do what to say, i cant make it out this way.

REPEAT


